FIBER SOURCING
Certifying our fiber sourcing program to SFI helps to ensure our entire wood supply is sourced from responsibly managed forests. We provide information to both wood producers and landowners on management planning, reforestation and best management practices to protect water quality, conserving wildlife habitat and biodiversity, special sites and forest aesthetics.

QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS
LP promotes the use of Qualified Resource Professionals (QRP) and Qualified Logging Professionals (QLP) to help ensure the principles of sustainable forestry are implemented during forest management activities. A QRP is a person who by training and experience can make forest management recommendations. A QLP is a person with specialized skills in timber harvesting gained through experience and formal training who has successfully completed wood producer training programs and continuing education requirements recognized by the SFI Program.

SUSTAINING RURAL COMMUNITIES
LP supports public outreach, education and community involvement to promote sustainable forestry practices and help sustain rural communities and their economies. Our facilities directly and indirectly support thousands of jobs through forestry operations and the manufacturing of high-quality engineered-wood products.

IT’S MORE THAN OUR PRODUCTS. IT’S THE WAY WE DO BUSINESS.
At LP Building Products, we are proud of “Doing the Right Thing.” When you do business with LP, you receive quality products and reliable services while helping to ensure responsible forestry practices. We believe that sustainability means acting in a way that protects the environment, embraces social responsibilities, and builds economic prosperity today and for future generations.

We invite you to discover more about LP’s environmental programs, industry-leading employee safety accomplishments, community involvement, and high performance products by visiting LPCorp.com.

PHONE
1-888-820-0325

EMAIL
customer.support@lpcorp.com
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At LP, we take our environmental responsibilities seriously. Our commitment to sustainable fiber sourcing is reflected in how we manage our daily operations and in the partnerships we establish with forest industry associations, conservation groups, academia and environmental research organizations across the United States and Canada. We believe we can accomplish sustainable fiber sourcing by ensuring our natural resource managers, landowners, contractors and wood producers stay informed, work together and remain accountable as they conduct operations on the ground.

Certification

Forest certification is a voluntary process that incorporates a rigorous set of standards for sustainable forest management, fiber sourcing and chain-of-custody programs. Certification helps us to comply with customer requests, is a proof point for environmental stewardship and adds value to our products and reputation around the world.

The Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI) is an independent, nonprofit organization that provides supply chain assurances, produces conservation outcomes, and supports education and community engagement.

LP is certified to all three SFI Standards:

- Forest Management
- Fiber Sourcing
- Chain of Custody

As an SFI Program Participant, LP contributes to forestry research, science and technology.

www.sfiprogram.org

Doing the Right Thing

LP IS PROUD OF OUR AFFILIATION WITH SFI®, FIRST BECOMING CERTIFIED IN 2000.

SINCE 1995, SFI PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS HAVE DIRECTLY INVESTED NEARLY $1.6 BILLION IN FOREST RESEARCH.

Research and Conservation Partnerships

LP is committed to responsible forest stewardship, which includes establishing partnerships with conservation organizations to help support and achieve common objectives on public and private lands. These partnerships help to promote conserving habitats of target wildlife species, supporting continuous improvement through the development of best management practices, and developing various media to help educate and promote conservation awareness and sustainable forestry practices across LP’s supply chain.

Examples of LP research and conservation partnerships include: